Spin-selective reaction with a third radical destroys spin correlation in the surviving radical pairs.
The goal of this work is to reveal the effect that an irreversible spin-selective reaction of a partner of the spin-correlated radical pair (SCRP) with a third paramagnetic particle has on the spin state of the surviving SCRPs in the absence of spin exchange interaction. As studied SCRPs, we used the geminate (excess electron/radical cation) pairs generated by ionizing irradiation of tetramethyl-para-phenylenediamine solutions in n-dodecane. As a spin-selective reaction, the scavenging of electrons by nitroxide radicals from the bulk of the solution was used. Both the electron scavenging reaction and the spin correlation in the surviving SCRPs were monitored by measuring the recombination fluorescence decays of the irradiated solutions under the same experimental conditions. It was found that the spin-selective electron scavenging results in the acceleration of spin correlation decay in the remaining unreacted SCRPs. In accordance with the suggested theoretical model, the rate of this additional spin correlation decay is revealed to be equal to the scavenging rate.